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MLK Day
Each year, on the third Monday of
January, we celebrate civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr. This January 16,
we honor his legacy and acknowledge
his courage to stand up for equality and
commitment to ending racial segregation
in the United States.
The concept of Martin Luther King Jr.
Day as a holiday was originally promoted
by labor unions. After King’s death, U.S.
Representative John Conyers and U.S.
Senator Edward Brooke introduced a
bill in Congress to make King’s birthday
a national holiday. The holiday was
observed for the first
time on January 20,
1986. Dr. King's
legacy and
impact on our
world will never
be forgotten.

Keep It Simple: Resolutions for 2023
Most would agree that sticking to
a New Years resolution can be a
tricky task. The most popular
resolutions, like more exercise,
saving money, and eating healthy,
are difficult to get excited about
when you are burdened with
everyday stressors. But don’t let
this stop you from making efforts
at self-improvement! Choose
simple resolutions that may
reduce stress and still safely help
you to meet your goals.
Here are some ideas that can
be safely done at home:
• Read a new book
• Start doing yoga or stretches
with friends or partner daily
• Become a plant owner

• Schedule an appointment
with a doctor you’ve
been avoiding
• Try a new food
• Take a photo of something
that makes you smile weekly
• Explore new hobbies
• Listen to new music
Branching out and trying new
things can be an excellent way
to inject some fun and liveliness
in your new year. A resolution
does not have to be something
overcomplicated; it can be a
simple change to brighten up
your day. You may surprise
yourself by how the little things
can make a big impact!

LEGO FUN
The word Lego is taken from the
Dutch for “play well,” or leg godt.
Legos are now synonymous
worldwide for a toy that many
people love to play with – old,
young, boy or girl.
Most of us own or have owned a
bucket of Legos in their childhood.
There’s no denying the fun they
provide for a child or even for an
adult, which is why many Lego
collections are passed down from
one generation to the next.

Jigsaw Puzzles: The Perfect
Piece for a Cold Winter Day

These brightly colored blocks serve
to challenge our creativity and
imaginations. Feel like a kid again on
January 28, Lego Day, by having your
own “Lego Masters” competition
with friends and family.

Jigsaw puzzles are as popular today
as when they first were created—
over two centuries ago! The first
jigsaw puzzle was said to be made
by a cartographer, who created a
wooden map of multiple European
countries and then cut it apart.

Set guidelines for what to build and
a time limit or theme for your
competition. Remember to be
creative and use your imagination,
and don’t be afraid to tear down and
start again! No matter who wins,
you’re sure to build lasting
memories with every colorful,
connecting block.

Every year, millions of people spend
countless hours working on puzzles
and thrive on the challenge of fitting
the myriad pieces together to
completing the picture to displaying
the final puzzle as framed artwork.
Puzzles are made for all ages in
varying degrees of complexity, with
pieces numbering as few as five to
over 15,000! If you've never tackled
this so-called rainy-day activity, you
may wonder, "What is the appeal?"
Individuals who enjoy doing jigsaw
puzzles often took up this hobby at
an early age. Maybe it was a parent
at home for a rainy-day activity or a
special activity to do at a
grandparent’s house. The appeal
may be different for each individual.
For children puzzles are great
learning tool. They help children
develop spatial perception, color
sensitivity and hand-eye
coordination, as well as providing
lots of fun. Others may do them to
pass time in the cold winter months

as a leisurely activity to work on a
little bit each day. Others may
puzzle for the sheer feeling of
accomplishment one gets after of
completing the challenge of a
complex puzzle, causing them to
seek out puzzles with even more
pieces or complication subjects.
Puzzles make terrific gifts for all
ages. Individuals recovering from
illness or surgery often have a lot of
time on their hands and puzzles can
be a welcome way to pass time
during recovery. A popular puzzle
theme is the photographic images of
landscapes, abundant with fluffy
clouds, sunset colors, mountains
and meadows. The true jigsaw
puzzle enthusiast revels in a picture
such as this, with perhaps hundreds
of pieces that make up the sky.
There's no question that this hobby
requires patience and persistence.
Jigsaw puzzles are available in
themes to suit almost every
personality and taste. So, if you’re
looking to bust those winterboredom blues on January 29,
National Puzzle Day, visit your
local store or browse online, you're
sure to find a puzzle that is the
perfect fit for you!

Upgrade
Your Classic
Hot Cocoa
There are not many things that
can perk you up on a cold and
rainy day than a cup of creamy
hot chocolate. This delicious
beverage can be traced back to the
Mayan and Aztec civilizations in
which they consumed chocolate
drinks made from roasted cocoa
seeds mixed with spices like chili
and achiote or annatto. The Aztecs
believed that consuming large
amounts of chocolate would bring
one health and power. It was so
revered in some cultures and
countries that only the upper class
or royalty had the honor of
indulging in this chocolate
beverage.
Whether from a powdered packet
or made from scratch, now

anyone can enjoy a hot, creamy
cup of hot cocoa! On January 31,
Hot Chocolate Day, celebrate by
trying a new cocoa combination
in your cup:
Sweet-tooth: Instead of putting
regular or powdered milk in your
drink, add a splash of coconut milk.
Muy caliente: If you are fond of
spicy food and beverages, then add a
little of sprinkle of cayenne powder,
about half a teaspoon, to give your
cocoa a kick.
Peppermint patty: For those who
like their chocolate drink minty, mix
your hot chocolate together with a
candy cane, add some crushed
peppermint candies or add a half
teaspoon of peppermint extract.

Happy Activity Professionals Week
We owe a lot to our activities team for keeping our
residents and families engaged, active, and safely
participating in so many innovative ways. From crafts
to bingo to seasonal fun, they have gone above and
beyond to lift us all up with some great activities.
Luckily, January 23–27 is designated to recognize
them for their hard work during National Activity
Professionals Week!
Be sure to dedicate some time this week to your
activities team who continuously share their talents,
creativity, spirit, enthusiasm, energy, generosity and
compassion. One of the easiest ways to show your
appreciation and gratitude is to say “thank you!”
Create heartfelt appreciation cards for each of your
activity staff members. Use markers, colored pencils,
paints, or even glitter to create a special greeting.

Get Involved:
Donate Blood.
Save Lives.
The need for blood, plasma, and
platelets donations are constant.
Each day, the Red Cross must
collect nearly 13,000 blood
donations for patients at about
2,500 hospitals nationwide. This
need doesn’t stop for the season,
weather, holiday, or a pandemic.
The Red Cross Blood Donor
app or RedCrossBlood.org
is a great way to find a place
to make an appointment
to donate in your area.
Before your donation
• Eat iron-rich foods such as
meat, fish, poultry, spinach,
iron-fortified cereals, or raisins.
• Get a good night’s sleep and
drink extra liquids to be
sure you’re well-hydrated.
• If you’re going to donate
platelets, do not take aspirin
products for two days prior
to your appointment.
• Learn more about Red Cross
donation safety protocols.
Donating blood,
plasma, or platelets
is a simple, quick,
and effective way for
eligible individuals
to get involved in
their community.
Source: cdc.gov
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Stickers are a part of everyone’s
life—regardless of age!
There are endless amounts of stickers to
collect! One of the most common “sticker”
collections are actually stamps, which are
considered to be the first stickers.
Stickers can be a delightful form of
self-expression. They can be funny,
crazy, thought provoking, silly, or
intelligent. Stickers can be used as
way for you to proclaim your views on life,
politics, sports, religion, music, brands, or
favorite movies or books. One of the
common places, stickers tend to be
spotted is on vehicles.
Aside from adorning your car’s bumper
with eye-catching personality and
one-liners, stickers are used in all sorts of
crafts. Commonly used in scrapbooking, there
are a variety of glitter, die-cut, and puffy
stickers available. Stickers can also be used as
an embellishment to letters and envelopes.

January – Word Search
Find and circle the 15 words listed below. Find words straight across, up and down,
and diagonally. All words are forwards reading only. No backwards. Good luck!

On January 13, National Sticker Day
celebrate by mailing some stickers or a
sticker book to grandchildren, great-nieces or
nephews, or by making a craft with stickers,
such as a bookmark, placemat, greeting card
or by simply wearing a sticker on your shirt! A
smiley face, unicorn, heart, or cartoon
character is sure to be spotted
and become a fun conversation!
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